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ANALYSIS OF FLAT PLATES BY REACTION 
DISTRIBUTION METHOD
BY
DAVID D. W. YANG
A
THESIS
submitted to the faculty of the 
SCHOOL OF MINES AND METALLURGY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
in partial fulfillment of the work required for the
Degree of
ABSTRACT
This study was made to analyze reactangular flat 
plates by the method of Reaction Distribution and to com­
pare results obtained by this method with that of other 
methods* The basic approach is to divide the plate into 
an equivalent grid system and introduce temporary supports 
at the intersecting joints* The results from this study 
shows that the Reaction Distribution method is useful in 
a qualitative analysis of the behavior in a plate but is 
less satisfactory in obtaining reliable quantitative
results
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Various methods have been proposed for use in solving
plates or slab problems* Since the exact solution in the
(1)form of a fourth order partial differential equation is 
complex and has proven to be of value in relatively few 
cases where boundary conditions are simple, many approxi­
mate methods for determining the moments and deflection of 
such plate have been recently developed* The methods 
available for analyzing plates and slabs will be briefly
discussed in Chapter II* One of these methods is called
(2)the Reaction Distribution method' which is performed by 
means of analyzing the joint stiffness property along 
both longitudinal and transverse directions and introduc­
ing temporary supports to these joints of a gridwork that 
would be equivalent to the plate.
Since the simplicity of the Reaction Distribution 
would make its use advantageous to the practicing engineer 
this study has been undertaken to compare this method with 
the theoretical and other classical treatises.
For a given plate, it is assumed that the plate is to 
be divided up into a grid of strips or equivalent beams at 
right angles to each other. The joints of this grid are 
assumed to be rididly intersected and be permitted to de­
form under a given normal uniform load. The deformation 
characteristics of this assumed gridwork will be analogous
to those of a plate. These uniformly distributed loads are 
also to be divided in*«to several equivalent panel loads act­
ing at the joints of this grid. Moments and deflections of 
each joint are then computed by the reaction distribution 
method.
The effect of torsional restraint is not considered in 
the analysis presented in this paper. The results will be 





A, HISTORICAL SUMMARY OF THE METHODS OF PLATE ANALYSIS
The classical treatment of plates and shells is given 
in A. E. H. Love, A Treatise on the Mathematical Theory 
of Elasticity, Cambridge University Press, Lth Edition., 
1927* A more recent discussion is given in S. Timoshenko, 
Theory of Plates and Shells, Engineering Societies Mono­
graphs, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 19^0. This is 
perhaps the standard American reference of this subject.
Generally plates may be divided into three groups:
(a) Thick plates, in which the shearing stresses are im­
portant, corresponding to short, deep beams; (b) medium- 
thick plates, in which bending is the main action on which 
the useful resistance of the plate depends (the discussion 
in this paper applies chiefly to this type of plate); (c) 
thin plates whose useful resistance depends in part on 
the direct tension accompanying the stretching of the 
middle plane. There are however, no sharp lines of divi­
sion between these classes of plates.
In general, three methods have been employed in 
solving the problem of stress and deformation for medium- 
thick plates; they are, (a) the Strip method, in which the 
plate is assumed to be divided into two systems of strips 
at right angles to each other, each strip being assumed
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to act as a beam. This method is useful in a qualitative 
analysis of the behavior or action in a plate but is in gen­
eral, less satisfactory in obtaining reliable quantitative 
results, (b) the Ordinary theory of flexure of flat plates. 
This method is much the same in its general features as 
the theory of flexure is for beams. It is assumed that 
bending is the dominant action in the plate, the deflection 
of the plate is relatively small (of the order of one-half 
or less of the thickness of the plate), and also that the 
plate is in equilibrium and is made of elastic material.
In accordance with these assumptions Lagrange derived the 
fourth order partial differential equation for the de­
flection of a flat plate in 1 8 11^. The differential 
equation can be solved for a given plate under a given 
loading and an expression for the deflection of any point 
in the plate can be obtained just as the deflection of a 
beam is obtained from the solution of the elastic curve 
equation of the beam. The solution of Lagrange*s equation 
for plate deflection will be shown later in this paper.
(c) The third method is to obtain the total bending moment 
at the dangerous section from the equation of statics 
alone, the dangerous section being determined by observing 
the mode of failure from experiments^^. The factors by 
which the average stress corresponding to the total moment 
should be multiplied to obtain the maximum stress at the 
dangerous section are determined from experimental results,
12
or in some cases these factors may be taken from the results 
found by applying the theory of flexure of plates as des­
cribed previously in (b).
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B. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OP DEFLECTION OF RECTANGULAR FLAT 
PLATE.
1. THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION OF THE DEFLECTION SURFACE: 
It is assumed that the load acting on a plate is normal to 
its surface and that the deflections are small in compari­
son with the thickness of plate. At the boundary it is 
assumed that the edges of the plate are free to move in the 
plane of the plate; thus the reactive forces at the edges 
are normal to the plate; with these assumptions, one can 
neglect any strain in the middle plane of the plate during 
bending. Taking the coordinate axes x and y in the middle 
plane of the plate and the z axis perpendicular to the 
plane, let one consider an element cut out of the plate 
by two parts of planes parallel to the xz and yz planes, 
as shown in Fig. 1. In addition to the bending moments
M and M and the twisting moments which were consid-x y xy
ered in the pure bending of a plate there are vertical 
shearing forces acting on the sides of the element. The 
magnitudes of these shearing forces per unit length par­






Since the moments and the shearing forces are functions 
of the coordinates x and y, one must, in discussing the con­
ditions of equilibrium of the element, take into considera­
tion the small changes of the quantities when the coordinates 
x and y change by the small quantities dx and dy. The 
middle plane of the elements is represented in Fig. 1., the 
directions in which the moments and forces are taken as 
positive are indicated.
One must also consider the load distributed over the 
upper surface of the plate. The intensity of this load may 
be denoted by q, so that the load acting on the element is 
(q)dxdy.
Projecting all the forces acting on the element into 








( 1- 2 )
Taking moments of all the forces acting on the element with 
respect to the x axis, one obtains the equation of equili­
briums
2> M
— dxdy - '
d  x ^  y







The moment of the load q and the moment due to change in the 
force Qy are neglected in this equation, since they are 
small quantities of a higher order than those retained.
After simplification Equation 3* becomes:
2>mxy _ y.
Z> x *2>y
+ Qy = 0 (l-*0
In the same manner, by taking moments with respect to the 
y axis, one obtains:
___+ j L *
^ y  ^ x
Since there are no forces in the x and y directions and
no moments with respect to the z axis, the three equations
(2),(4), and (5) completely define the equilibrium of the
element. Let one eliminate the shearing forces Q and Qx y
from these equations by determining them from Eqs. (k) and 
(5) and substituting into Eqa. (2). In this manner one ob­
tains:
+ ^ Mvx + _ 'frXv
^  x^ ^ x “^  y ^ y 2 *£>x3 y
( 1- 6 )
Observing that PI = -ML. by virtue of T = we finallyyx xy xy y-*-
represent the equation of equilibrium 6. in the following
form:
£  x2 y2 ^x*^y
= -q+ (1-7)
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To represent this equation in terms of the deflections 
w of the plate, one makes the assumption here that expres­
sions M and M , developed for the case of pure bending of x y
plate which aresm = -r0 % +o .*2«)X w > 2 / 2>yV -1 v . (1-8)Mxy =-v =D( 1~'1) 3x>y (1-9)
can be used in the case of laterally loaded plates. Sub­
stituting these expressions in Eq. (7) one obtains,
o w
+  2- _w
~dx^ 3x^5 y2 ^y 
This is the equation for the deflection of a rectangular 
plate. Where q is the load per unit area, D is the flex­
ural regidity of the plate, V is Poison’s ratio, and w is 
the deflection in x directions.
D q
“ 5 " D (1-10)
2. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS: With the case of a rectang­
ular plate and assuming that the x and y axes are taken 
parallel to the sides of the plate, then for a fixed edge,
(assuming that at the fixed edge x = a, then the deflection 
along this edge is zero, and the tangent plane to the de­
flected middle surface along this edge coincides with the
initial position of the middle plane of the plate.)
For a simple supported edge,
(assuming the edge x = a of the plate is simply supported, 
the deflection w along this edge must be zero. At the same 
time this edge can rotate freely with respect to the edge 
x = a i.e., there is no bending moment M along this edge.)X
For the free edge,
(M) = 0, ( M >  = 0, (Q ) = 0
x x = a xy x = a x x = a
(assuming the edge x = a is entirely free, it is natural to 
assume that along this edge there are no bending and twist­
ing moments and also no vertical shearing forces.)
3. SOLUTION FOR SIMPLY SUPPORTED AND UNIFORMLY LOADED 
RECTANGULAR PLATES: In discussing problems of bending of 
rectangular plates that have two opposite edges simply sup­
ported, M. Leby^^ suggested a solution in the form of a 
series:
w = Z. I (1-11)
m = 1 ra a
Where Y is a function of y only. It is assumed that the m
sides x = 0 and x = a in Figure 3 are simply supported. 
Hence each term of series (11) satisfies the boundary con­
ditions w = 0 on these two sides. It remains to determine
Y in such a form as to satisfy the boundary condition on m












In applying this method to uniformly loaded and simply 
supported rectangular plates, a further simplification can 
be made by taking the solution of Eq. (10) in the form:
i. e., w.^  represents the deflection of a uniformly loaded 
strip parallel to the x axis. It satisfies Eq. (10) and 
also the boundary condition at the edges x = 0 and x = a.
The expression evidently has to satisfy the 
equation






and must be chosen in such a manner as to make the sum (11-b) 
satisfy all boundary conditions for the plate. Taking w^ in 
the form of the series (11) in which, from symmetry, 
m = 1,3j5>**** and substituting it into Eq. (13)> one ob­
tains: ^
2  2MiTfi + YJ  sin m = 0
a a
m = 1
This equation can be satisfied for all values of x only if 
the function Ym satisfies the equation
The general integral of this equation can be taken in the 
form:
Observing that the deflection surface of the plate is sym­
metrical with respect to the x axis (Fig. 3)> one can re­
tain in expression (15) only even functions of y and let 
the integration constants = =








w = (x^ - 2ax^ + a*^ x) +
D z cm = 1 ^ ,]B.tr„,y 4. y mA cosh--"""rfi + sinh'm a m a ai l l )3. / sinm'TTxa
( 1- 16)
which satisfies Eq. (10) and also the boundary conditions
at the sides x = 0 and x = a. It remains now to adjust the
constants of integration A and B in such a manner as to° m m
satisfy the boundary conditions 
(w) = 0, = 0
*2>y
(1-17)
On the sides Y = lb/2. One begins by developing expression 
(12) in a trigonometric series, which gives




where m = 1 , 3 ( 1 - 1 8 )  
Substituting this expression in the boundary conditions 
(27) and using the notation
m H b 
2a
(1-19)
One obtains the following equations for determining the
constants A and B m m
— — r + A cosh 0( + 0< B sinh OC = 0_ 5 ** m m m m  mTTm
(A + 2B_) cosher + C*B sinhoi = x m m m m m  m 0
22
From which,
9 /cxl, tanh cy + 2}A = % " m----^m '17 m cosh m
B = m T/^m c^oshjy
(1-20)
m
Substituting these values of the constants in Eq. (18) one 
obtains the deflection surface of the plate satisfying 




» = Z _  h  11 ----=------ a----  cosh---2l
1^D m _ i c nr \  2 coshoc bin — m
«f 2 oC m 2ZCosho<l „  b m sinh v^: ^  ) sin-m.'TT x a (1-21)
For rectangular plates with all edges fixed, and a uniformly 
distributed load, the deflection surface will be represented 
by Eq. (22) if the new coordinates are chosen as shown in 
Fig. 4.
1 J . i  i  i J 1lil i ii " q









^qa w = — z (-1) (- 1)/2/ m-rrx
T5D m = 1,3,5,... m
octanbcX +2__ui " a  ^ in m(cos-j—  1 - 5 m
or
coshm'fT y + ___-____n a  2 oosho<. am
EfLZlsinS2L£
o O
" = §5 < t - - x2H § !  - r2 > i6n 2D
z m$ X 2 m
m — 1 ,3»51. • •
cosraTTjc a ooz CosBm bv „ bcosh2mZ*b ‘ . , m4, 3 y'm r„<.v,2mTTa2a m = 1,3>** a Cosn (1-22)
C. SLOPE DEFLECTION-GYRATION METHOD: Slabs can be 
solved approximately by considering an analogous gridwork 
formed by orthogonal strips and for that reason the slope 
deflection-gyration method^ ^ can be applied as an approxi­
mate solution to slabs of any shape in plan, with any 
number of supports and any boundary conditions.
The solution will be more accurate as a finer sub­
division of the slab is considered. In the solution of 
slabs by the slope deflection-gyration method the effect of 
Poisson*s ratio is neglected, since this effect is of little 
importance in most cases.
The angular deformations in planes parallel to axis 
ABC (Fig. 5) will be referred to as rotations and angular 
deformations parallel to axes DBE will be referred to as 
gyrations.
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1. SIGN CONVENTION: Counterclockwise gyration of 
joints as seen from E are positive. Counterclockwise gyra­
tion of joints as seen from C are positive. Downward verti­
cal displacements are positive. Flexure and torsional 
moments are positive when they tend to rotate the joint 
clockwise, when seen from E and C. Shear forces and verti­
cal loads are positive when they tend to displace the joint 
upwards.
When expressing moments in terms of rotations, gyrations 
and deflections these will be always considered positive and 
the moments will show the sign that corresponds.
2. EQUATIONS AND UNKNOWNS: An orthogonal gridwork 
can be solved if the flexure and torsional moments are ex­
pressed in terms of the rotation of the joints in both 
directions and of the deflection of the joints. For each 
joint there are three unknowns: two rotations and one de­
flection and one can establish three equations of equili­
brium, the summation of all moments acting on each direction 
from the joint must be zero and the summation of vertical 
forces must be zero at the joint.
The number N of equations that can be obtained is 
N = 2n + n - p = 3n - P
where n is the number of joints and p is the number of sup­
ported joints. The number of joints can be reduced on ac­
count of the symmetry of-structure and the symmetry and anti­
symmetry of the loading.
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3. DERIVATION OP THE SLOPE DEFLECTION GYRATION 
EQUATIONS: A section of a gridwork is shown in Pig, 5. 
which includes joints A, B, C, D, and E. The equilibrium 
of joint B in the direction of the axis ABC will be studied 
and all angular deformation in planes parallel to axis 
DBE will be referred to as gyration.
Assuming that the structure is unloaded and all rota­
tions, gyrations and deflections are restrained, one can 
obtain the behevior of the real structure, in the following 
stages:
STAGE I. Loads are applied, but rotations, gyrations, 
and deflections are restrained. Flexure fixed end moments 
and MpB^ will be applied at the ends of bar AB and tor 
sional fixed end moments TpBD and TpBE will be applied at 
the ends of bar BD. Flexure and torsional fixed end 





STAGE II* Deflection of the joints is permitted, but 
rotations and gyrations are restrained* The moments of 
joints A and B are:
Where K AD is the flexure stiffness factor of bar AB, at A;
represents the flexure stiffness factor of bar AB, at 
B; is the carry-over factor in flexure from A to B; fi' 
denotes the carry-over factor in flexure from B to A; and
La b  is span bar a b *
Similar expressions can be found for bars BC, BD, and
BE.
STAGE III: Botation of joints is allowed but deflec­
tions and gyrations are restrained. The rotations of each 
joint will be analyzed separately:
Rotation at A. The flexure moments IfiAOA,
due to a rotation 0^, at joint A are:
Botation at B * A rotation 9B at joint B affects the 
four bars that concur at B. In bar AB one has:
(23)
**AB9A “ (24)
m b a ©a  “ KAB0A ^  J
MAB9B “ ft ^ A ^ B (25a)
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where M Arior) and MDAQD are the flexure ends moments of bar AB. 
Similar expressions can be found for bar BC.
In bar BD torsional end moments Tgggg and ^3393 
appear in bar BD, due to rotation 9^:
t b d©b ^ b d ^b
TDB9B = -KTBd 83
(25c)
(25d)
Where K^gg is the torsional stiffness factor of bar BD.
Similar expressions can be found for bar BE.
Rotation at C . A rotation ©c will cause in bar BC, 
a condition similar to the condition caused in bar AB on 
account of a rotation ©c , and for that reason an equation 
similar to Eqs. (24) can be established for bar BC.
Rotation at D . A rotation Qg will induce torsional
end moments Tgggg and Tgggg in bar BD; 
TBD9D = -KTBD§D
TDB9D ^ B dSo
( 26C) 
(26d)
Rotation at E. A rotation ©£ will induce in bar BE 
the same effect as a rotation ©D induced in bar BD, and 
for that reason equations similar to Eqs. (26c) and (26d) 
can be established for bar BE.
STAGE IV: Gyration of Joints is permitted, but rota­
tions and deflections are restrained. Equations similar to 
the equations of Stage III can be established for Stage IV 
if bar AB and BC are substituted for bars EB and BD and 
rotations are substituted for gyrations.
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If the effects of the four stages are superimposed, the 
final state of the actual structure will be reached.
The final flexure end moments and MgA in bar AB
are:
MAB MFAB + MABA * MAB0A + MAB0B (27a)
mba = mfba + mbaa + mbasa + MBA©B (27b)'
If values of Eqs. la, 2a, 3a, and Eqa. (23b), (24b), 
(25b) are substituted in Eqs. (27) one finds:
mab = mfab - ka b (1 + P ^  + ka b (1 + I8 (28a)
+ KAB0A + @ KBA®3
MBA = MFBA " ^BA 1^ + £ + *^ BA^ 1 + ft “
+ k b a$ b + ka b ®a f? (28b)
For the final flexure end moments Mgc and M^g in BC, 
similar equations can be established.
Eqs. (28) are the slope-deflection equations derived 
by Maney for a plane stucture loaded in its own plane.
For bars of uniform section, the equations can be reduced 
to:
MAB MFAB + ®B (28c)
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M + Me b + i^ d___Z m  + p
LBD B
0 (31c)
where VnA, , V__, and VnDare the isostatic shears at
joint B of bars AB, BC, BD and BE, respectively; LgC ,
and L „ ,  are the spans of bars BC, BD, and BE, respectively;Bl­
and PD is the vertical load applied at B.
In the case of a supported joint, the reaction can be 
found by means of Eqs, (31) considering that it is an ex­
ternal load applied at the joint.
CHAPTER III
REACTION DISTRIBUTION METHOD
The method of reaction distribution is a convenient 
approach in the solution of grid systems. Conventional 
methods of handling these systems usually result in the 
solution of involved equations subject to numerical errors. 
The reaction distribution method is a convergent process 
that is based on the stiffness characteristics of the 
members in the system. Reaction, moments, and deflection 
at each joint are obtained by this method for all types 
of loading conditions. To facilitate the presentation 
of the numerical solutions for various grid systems, 
a table of stiffness and carry-over relationships used 
in the illustrative example is included.
When a thin flat, uniformly loaded rectangular plate 
is divided into several strips, and is replaced by a 
grid system, with joint loads acting at the intersections 
of these joints, the reaction distribution method can 
be used to solve these systems. The basic approach is 
to initially introduce a rigid support at each joint 
that translates. The resulting continuous spans can thus 
be analyzed by using any of the available methods. The 
purpose of doing this is to obtain the reaction at these
temporary supports. The temporary supports are then 
removed because of joint translation. The reaction forces
32
must then be redistributed throughout the structure to 
maintain static equilibrium. Reaction distribution as 
the name implies is a method for accomplishing this result. 
Before the actual process is shown, fundamental expressions 
will be established.
Fig. 6 (a) is a representation of a grid consisting 
of one longitudinal and two transverse members that interact 
at joints B and C. There is no superimposed loading on 
the system. A deflection is induced at joint B and a 
temporary support is placed at joint C, Fig. 6 (b) isolates 
the longitudinal span. Fig. 6 (c) isolates the transverse 
span. The forces at joints B and C are indicated.
(b) Longitudinal section (c) Transverse section
Fig. 6
33
RgL is the longitudinal reaction at joint B; is the
transverse reaction at joint B; is the longitudinal
reaction at joint C.
A. SIGN CONVENTION: The sign convention used in 
this presentation denotes all upward forces as positive. 
Moments causing tension on the bottom fiber are consi­
dered positive, downward deflection is positive.
B. DEFINITIONS: (1) Absolute translation stiffness, 
T, is defined as the force required to induce a deflection 
at the joint in question with translation prevented at
all other joints. Relative translation stifness is 
defined as the force required to induce a unit deflection 
at the joint in question with translation prevented at 
the other joints. Thus, from Fig. 6. (b) the longitudinal
translation stiffness at joint B,,TgL = RgL (a negative 
force) and from Fig. 6 (c) the transverse translation 
stiffness at joint B, Tbt - Rbt.
(2) Carry-over is defined as the forces induced at 
the unyielding joints when a deflection is induced at 
the joint in questions. Therefore, in Fig. 6b, RCL is 
the carry over force. The ratio of the two forces RCL:RBL
34
is termed as the carry-over factor from B to C. Table 1 
has been prepared giving stiffness and carry over relation­
ships for beams of constant £1 and span of equal length* 
(Fig. 8).
(3) Distribution factor (D.F.) is the percentage 
of force that i# distributed in the longitudinal or trans­
verse direction at the joint in question* Therefore, 
at joint B the longitudinal distribution factor
ftBL
’long + RgT
and the transverse distribution factor 
D * F •t jt axis •
C, REACTION DISTRIBUTION PROCESS: The first step 
in the process is to introduce rigid support at the joints
that are subject to translation. The resulting continuous 
spans are analyzed by any convenient method, thus determing 
the rigid reactions. The next step is to remove the tem­
porary supports and allow translation. The supports are 
removed from one joint at a time. When the support is 
removed a force which is equal in magnitude but opposite 
in direction is acting on the system. This force is dis­
tributed in the longitudinal and transverse directions in 




in question. The joint translation induces reactions at 
the other joints in the system, the magnitude and sign 
of which is determined by the carry over factor. After 
distribution is accomplished at a joint, the rigid support 
is again introduced thereby preventing any further joint 
translation. The process is repeated at each joint that 
is free to translate, thus completing one cycle of dis­
tribution. The forces that were carried over to each 
joint are now rigid reactions for the second distribution 
cycle. Again, the temporary support is removed for the 
purpose of allowing distribution and carry-over and is 
then replaced. The distribution and carry-over cycles 
are repeated until there are no more forces to distribute. 
The system will then begin equilibrium. The final 
reaction at each joint is equal to the summation of all 
the rigid reactions. It is important to note that after 
each time a rigid reaction is distributed, the temporary 
support is immediately replaced at the joint. Therefore, 
only the distributed forces cause translation. The 
summation of the distributed forces (or distributed 
reactions) is the force that induces the joint transla­
tion and by definition is the absolute translation stiff­
ness. The deflection at each joint can be easily obtained 
by equating the summation of the distributed reactions 
at the joint in question equal to the expression for
36
stiffness from Table 1*
The complete process will be easily understood 
with the use of the following examples. Figure 7-a 
and 7-b are given for the derivation of certain
translation and carry-over factors.





If a simply supported beam of length 2L has a 
concentrated load at the center (Fig. 7-a), the deflection 
under the load can be found asA  = P L 3
6 El
B MB conj.
PL'6 E l6 E lA
the downward force P is the force required to induce the 
deflection at the center (ajoint that translates) and 
therefore by definition is the translation stiffness at 
B, The reactions and Rg are the forces induced at 
the unyielding joint A and B (the joints at which 
translation is being prevented) and therefore by definition 
are the carry over forces.
Similarly, for a beam of length of 2L fixed at 
both ends, the translation stiffness and carry over 
forces can be found,
A  B * 24L £I = MB conj.
P = 2V IA-
R a = P/2 A
38
r b = P/2
II PL * 0.25 PL4
m b
PL = 0.25 PL4
By similar process one can analyze the translation 
stiffness and carry-over forces for beams of 3 spans 
4 spans and 5 spans statically. A table for reaction 
distribution follows:
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TABLE 1 AND FIG. 8 FOR REACTION DISTRIBUTION 
CASE 1:
t - r A - P * -  J d .ii1
M 2
) j f i  _ 3
J  A\ A a r 7













- I d .r . l *24 E.I.
R. R.
TRANSLATION STIFFNESS AND CARRY OVER FACTOR FOR CASE 1 4
CASE R1 R„ n 3 T Mi m 2
1 -0.5T
.....H
T -0.5T 0 -0.5TL




T is the translation stiffness
A  denotes the deflection of a joint due to translation 
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for case 2B 
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r2 ; R3 | R4 Mj Mg j Mg M4
2A -.375T T j-.875T j +.25T j 0 -.375TL I +.25TL ? 0
2B f .25T
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-19. ElT _ ----g.Lj JL --Zd .u .
L
or,
a J L d .t- • tr­ e
e
19.2El
CASE R1 J_B2 R_3____ R4 . _______
j
U3 «4
5a -•5625T T -.6875T + .25 T 4.29/7 TL -2783TL i. I(,67 JL -6333 TL
5b +.25T L.6875T T 5625T - 8333T +.I6&7TL ", 2.783 4,2917 TL
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CASE 3 '&) (c)
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D. ILLUSTRATING EXAMPLE PROBLEMS: For 
example one, assume a two way grid system with constant 
EI» a longitudinal span, 20 ft. long, and a transverse 
span 16 ft. long. The loads applied to the grid are 
shown in Fig. 9.
20 kips 40 kips
100k 40k 62.5k *
2*5  ^* i \





1 5 k  1
^  B  (  _ _ _ _ E
rP h A
A '
1_ _ _ _ _ _ & * _ _ _ _ - L — f l L * . . - ' —4
, 1 2 5 k I 3 . 7 5 k
1 \r




Solution: Initially place a rigid support at joint B.
Because the 100 kip load is directly at joint B, it may be 
assumed to be in either the longitudinal or transverse span. 
Therefore assume a 100 kip on the longitudinal beam.
Isolating each span in Fig. 9 with its superimposed 
loading yields the reshlts indicated in Fig. 9, band C.
From Table 1 Case I and 4.
Rel. Tlong







Long. D.R. = 2.048
1+2.048




Trans. D.F. * --- U Q 2 -----  = 0.3328
1+2.048
To obtain distribution factors, it is more convenient 
to work with the relative rather than absolute stiffness 
factors. The stiffness expression is obtained from Table 1. 
For relative stiffness values, ^  is unity. The modulus of 
elasticity may be omitted if it is constant. It is usually 
more convenient to multiply these stiffness relationships by 
a value such that the minimum relative stiffness factor is 
unity.
The distribution factors and rigid support reactions 
are shown in Table 2. The summation of the rigid reactions
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at joint B is the total reaction to the temporary un­
yielding support (120+13.75*133.75).
When the support is removed the joint will translate 
downward. The force inducing this deflection is therefore 
(-133.75). This force is distributed in the longitudinal 
and transverse spans in accordance with the distribution 
factors. The force (or distributed reaction) in the longi­
tudinal direction is -133.75x 0.671916 * 89.8688, in the i. : 
transverse direction is +1113.75 x^O.328084 * 43.8812.
The joint is now balanced for the first cycle. Because 
all the other support points are truly rigid, no distribution 
takes place, consequently no other forces are induced at 
joint B, only one distribution cycle is necessary for this 
problem. The balanced reaction is equal to the summation 
of the rigid and distributed reactions. The deflection 
at Joint B is obtained by using the translation stiffness 
relationships given for Case 4 in Table 1.
At Joint B (longitudinal)
T = — ~-24 a i *
L3
or A  £i s — zXJL-----
24
At Joint B (transverse) (Case 1) 
rp _ -6 El A
L3
A  El - -=Z- £ —or
6
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D.R. is the force that induced translation and is there 
fore equal to T.
TABLE 2. REACTION DISTRIBUTION, EXAMPLE 1
Joint D.F. R.R. D.R. c.o. B.R. T
B
Long. 0.672 +120.00 -89.869 0 -30.$52 -89.869
Trans. 0.328 + 13.75 -43.881 0 -30.£32 -43.881
Therefore from the above table,
= -(89.8608) (10)3 ,
24
at Joint B (long.) 
+ 3744.53 kip ft3
and at Joint B (transverse)
^ E I '« ~X43.881)_(8)3----  = +3744.53 kip ft3
6
Since the ,2.D.R. at Joint B is known, the reaction 
components at each joint may be obtained by combining the 
initial value (the value obtained with the temporary rigid 
support) with the change in the component in question due 
to translation. This is shown in the following computation:
Final Joint Reaction Component * R.R. Component (Fig. 10) 
+ ( 2  D.R.)(carry-over factor; from Table 1)
Thus,
Ma = +12.5 + 0.25(-89.8688)(10) = -212.172 kip ft
M -25.0 + 0.25(-89.8688) (10) = +199.672 kip ftb
Mc « -62i5 + 0.25(-89.8688)(10) * -287.172 kip ft
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* +41.1844 kip ft
- +68.6844 kip ft
- +30.0656 kip ft
* +20.0656 kip ft
Mr,/*. S - -15.0 - 0.5C-43.8812) * +160.525 kip ft B(trans.)
The final force diagram is shown In Fig. 10
r  * -3.75 - 0.5 (-89.8688)A
Kn * +23.75 - 0.5(-89.8688) u
Rjj - +8.125 - 0.5C-43.8812)





k '  i
\ d /■Bi, -
2&I. 72Ci; D I B
41. '84-
Final force diagram for example 1 
Fig. 10
For example two, assume a two way grid system with 
constant El, longitudinal span 10 ft. long and two trans 
verse spans 8 ft long. Fig. 11
Fie. II
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For a grid with two or more deflecting joints, it is 
usually convenient to balance the system for a load at one 
joint at a time. In Fig.11 100 kip load is placed at joint 
B. The system will be solved for this condition only since 
the same solution will be obtained for a 100 kip load placed 
at joint C. For any superimposed loading condition the 
rigid reactions at these joints are determined and the system 
is balanced by taking ratios of these reactions to the 
solution for a 100 kip load at a joint.
From Table 1 Case 1 and 2
- 961Relative TUvv> = — 8--s— xlong. (10)3 -mi9.6 I =  1.00
Relative T - 6 1trans. .-a&i « 1.2207(8) 9.6 I
Longitudinal D.F. * 0.45031 (D.F.L)
Transverse D.F. = 0.54969 (D.F.^)
Assume R.R. at Joint B(LQng) * kip
(C.0. from B to C ** C.0. from C to B s 0.875)
The reaction distributions for the joints that translate
(B and C) are given in Table 1. It is not necessary to list
all the other joints for there will not be any carry over
from them to joints B and C. There will be, however, carry
over from joints B and C to all the other joints. This is
best accomplished after the joints are balanced, for the
effect at any joint is determined by the summation of the
forces that induce the change ( D.R.)
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The rigid reaction at B longitudinal R.R.g^ * 100 kip 
is listed. When the support at B is removed, the joint will 
translate downward; the force inducing this deflection is 
(-100). This force is distributed at joint B in accordance 
with the distribution factors. Therefore, the distributed 
reaction at B is,
D.R. Trans. * -100 x 0.54969 * -54.969 kip
D.R. Long « -100 x 0.45031 = -45.031 kip 
because there is no rigid reaction at joint C, there is 
nothing to distribute for the first cycle, and consequently 
a zero carry-over. The temporary support is again introduced 
at joint B and from the first cycle distribution, a longitu­
dinal reaction is induced at joint C equal to the distributed 
reaction at joint B multiplied by the carry-over factor. 
Therefore R.R.^ for the second cycle is,
-45.031 x (-0.875) « +39.402 kip
This distribution process is continued until nothing remains 
to be carried over. The summation of the rigid reactions 
and distributed reaction is listed separately in Table 3, 
and combined to give the balanced reaction. It is necessary 
to have summed the distribution reaction separately in order 
to obtain the joint deflections. The deflections are 
computed in the same manner shown in the previous example. 
Thus,
at joint B longitudinal:
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+* El = — —  = — "(053.3Q1) (IQ)£—  = +5553.1 kip ft3
9.6 9.6
at joint B transverse:
^  EI - -Zlli------- -£65^ 0.721 1811,.
9.6 9.6 
at joint C longitudinal:
^  SI = -tL3 „ -(-21.006).(10)3
9.6 9.6
= +5552.8 kip ft3
= +2188.1 kip ft3
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TABLE 3 REACTION DISTRIBUTION FOR EXAMPLE 2
Joint B Joint c
Trans. Long. Lories.... Trans.
D.F. .54969 .45031 .45031 .54969
R.R. 0 +100 0 0D.R. -54.969 -45.031 0 0
C.0. 0 0 +39.402 0D.R. 0 0 -17.743 -21.659
C.C 0 +15.525 0 0D.R. -8.534 -6.991 0 0
C.O. 0 0 +6.117 0
D.R 0 0 -2.755 -3.362
C.O. 0 +2.411 0 0D.R. -1.325 -1.086 0 0
e.o. 0 0 +0.950 0
jbjr. _ 0 0 _________ -0.428 -0,322
C.O. 0 +0.375 0 0
D.R. -0.206 +0.169 0 Q. ______
D.O. 0 0 +0.148 0
D.R. 0 0 -0.067 -0.081
C.O. 0 +0.059 0 0
D.R. -0.032 -0.027 0 0
C.O. 0 0 +0.024 0
D.R. Q ________ 0 -0.011 -0.013
C.O. 0 +0.010 0 0
D.R. -0.005 -0.005 0 0
C.O. 0 0 +0.004 0
D.R. 0 0 -0.002 -0.002
C.O. 0 -0.002 0 0
D.R. -0.001 -0.001 0 0
J r .r . 0 +118.382 +46.645 0
2 d .r . -65.072 -53.301 -21.006 -25.639
Balanced
Reaction -65.072 +65.072 +25.639 -25.639
421 5552.8 5553.1 2188.1 2187.9
( -A El in kip-ft^)
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At Joint C transverse,
^  EI = = —  zl21*te2?,CS).3-- = +2187.9 kip ft3
The reaction components at all the joints are obtained 
by using the carry over factors from Table 1 and D.R. The
computations are as follows:
Ra  = -.375(-53.31) + 0.25(-21.006) * +14.704 kip 
Rd = +.25(-53.31) - 0.375(-21.006) * -5.450 kip 
Mg iong#* -.375(-53.31)(10) + .25(-21.006)(10)
* +147.40 kip ft
MC long.* +*25(-53.31)(10) - .375(-21.006)(10)
= -54.50 kip ft
RE * -0.5(-65.072) * +32.536 kip * Rp 
Mp trans#s -0.5(-65.072)(8) = +260.288 kip ft 
Rg  - -0.5(-25.639) * +12.8195 kip - 
MC trans.* -0.5(-25.639)(8) * +102.556 kip ft
Alternate solution: A close inspection of the 
balancing cycle performed for the first solution shows that 
it is a converging geometric series of the form






= ,a (l: g )n 1-r
for r <  1
Llm S_ 38 ■ ~~ n JL-r
n - 5"06
A.1-r
a = 100 kip




R.R. at joint B (long.) * ^ -"0?15525 = +H^.375
D.R. at joint B (trans.) * -118.375(.54969) * -65.071 
R:R: at joint C (long.) * DR. at Jt. B^ong x (-875)
* +46.644
D.R. at joint C (trans.) = -46.644(.54969) = -25.640 
D.R. at joint C (long.) = -46.644(.45031) * -21.004
Balanced Reaction B. * trans. -65.071
Balanced Reaction <T 9 trans. -25.640
Balanced Reaction Blong. “ +65.071
Balanced Reaction ^long. “ +25.640
^ E I  at joint Blong^= +5552.8 kip ft3 
A&l at joint Btrans = 5552.7 kip ft^
AE1 at joint C^ong *.:;•* +2187.9 kip ft^
A eI at joint Ctrans a +2187.9 kip ft**
The procedure of distributing reactions is greatly simplified
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by using this series form. The converging geometric series 




CALCULATIONS FOR PLATE ANALYSIS
CASE 1: Let it be required to find the bending moment, 
reaction And deflection of a unifIrmly loaded simply 
supported square slab.
Data! Slab 18 ft. by 18 ft. no opening, simply supported 
along four edges. Effective thickness 6 in.. Uniformly 
distributed load 275 lb. per sq. ft.. Two strips 9 ft. 
wide in each direction.
:i__L_L i i —  i i r'i ~T‘I _i_ q r----
i ^ V . j p









Gridwork and load for case 1
Pig. 12
E - 3 x 106 
I > 9 x 12 x 63/12
(a) Pa*275 x 18 x 18 x 1/4 * 22.25 kip
(b) Pb*275 x 18 x 18 x 1/10 - 8.9 kip
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Case 1-a: Consider the load 
longitudinal span ABC.
9» 9 •
Gridwork and load 
Fig. 13
From Table 1. Case 1.
p is placed at joint B in the













Longitudinal D.F. = y  qyy ■ = 0.5 
Transverse D.F. = . + | = 0.5
. TABLE 4. REACTION DISTRIBUTION FOR CASE 1-A
Joint B D.F. R.R. D.R. C.O. B.R. 2  D.R.
Long. 0.5 22.25k -11.125k 0 0 -11.125
Trans. 0.5 0.00 -11.125k 0 0 -11.125
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A  „ -tL3 _ 
B 6 El “ -11,125(9)3(12)3( 1000) 6(3 x lOOOOOO)(1944) 0.432 in.
Longitudinal direction:
■  - n  - °
MB = -0.5(9)(-11.125) = 49.6 kip-ft.
Transverse direction:
Si | M w I 0E F
m  as +49.6 kip-ft.




• f  r ~ t  *
5'.56 kips 5J56 kips
Final force diagram for case 1-a
Fig. 13- b
Case 1-b: Consider the load p=8.9 kip is placed to the 
gridwork in both transverse and longitudinal directions 
as shown in Fig 14.









Gridwork and load for case l**b 
Fig. 14
D -F 'long.= °-5 
D -F -trans.= °'5
®R.R.— 38p/16
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TABLE 5. REACTION DISTRIBUTION FOR CASE 1-B
Joint B D.F. R.R. D.R. C.O. B.R. lD.R.=T
lone. 0.5 38p/16 -38p/l6 0 0 -38p/16
trans. 0.5 38p/16 -38p/16 0 0 -38p/16
A  = B
-TL3 _ -(-38p/l 6)(8.9)(:iooo) (9>3(12)3 = 0.758 in.6 El “ 6(3 x 1000000)(; 1944)
Longitudinal direction:
Ma= M c= 0
Mb= (-3pL/16) -%(-38p/16)(L) = (-3)(8.9)(9)/16 - 
%(-38)(8.9)(9)/16 
= +80.1 kip-ft.




R„= +13.35 kip. = Rd
8.9k 8.9k 8.9k
13.35k 13!. 35k
Final force diagram for ease 1-b
Fig. 15
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Case 2-a: Slab 18* by 18* no opening, clamped along four 
edges. Effective thickness 6,!. Uniformly distributed 
load 275 lb. per sq. ft. Two strips 9* wide along each 
direction.
E =3 x 106
I = 9(12)(6)3/12 = 1944 in.4 
From Table 1 Case 4,
Rel. Tlong. _ -24EI _L3
trans.
= 1




Rigid reaction at B (long.) from Fig.15,
 ^= +22.25 kip.
TABLE 6. REACTION DISTRIBUTION FOR CASE 2-A
Joint B D.F. R.R. D.R. C.O. B.R. 2 .D.R.= T
Iona. 0.5 22.25k -11.125k 0 0 -11.125k
trans. 0.5 0.00 -11.125k 0 0 -11.125k
> \
i £ Co l -(-11.125)(9)3(12)311000l
“ B" 24CI ” 24(3 x l000600K1944) — U • 1 v v 1.11 •
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Mb= 0 - 0.25(-11.125)(9) = +25 kip-ft.
Mc= 0 4- 0.25(-11.125) (9) = - 25 kip-ft. = MA 
Rc= -0.25(-11.125) = -f-5.56 kip. = RA 
Transverse direction:
Ms= 4*25 kip-ft.
Md= -25 kip-ft. = Mg 
4-5.56 kip = Rg
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CASE 2-b: Slab 18* by 18* . Gridwork and load are shown in 
Fig. 17.
Rigid reaction at joint B,
SR R = *17.3 kip
From Table 1. Case 4,
_ -241Rel. T 
Rel. Ttrans.
long. ^3






d *f *b t= 0,5
TABLE 7. REACTION DISTRIBUTION FOR CASS 2-B
Joint B D.F. R.R. C.O. D.R. B.R. Z. D.R.=T
Ions:. 0.5 +17.8k 0 -17.3k 0 -I7.8k
trans. 0.5 +17.8k 0 -17.7k 0 -17.8k
A -24"1TL3 -C- 17.8)(9) 3(12)3(1000) _A r El " 24 (3 x 1000000X1944) J • iOv JLX1 •
Longitudinal direction:
M = *10 - 0.25(-17.8)(9) = +30.05 kip-ft.B
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Mc= -10 + 0.25(-17.8)(9) = -30.05 kip-ft. = MA
Er= 4.45 - 0.5(-17.3) = 13.35 kip.= RA
Transverse direction:
s= *30.05 kip-ft.
Mc= -30.05 kip-ft. = Ma
R = +13.35 kip . =R??0 &
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CASE 3: Slab 18' by 18' simply supported along four edges. 
Effective thickness 6" Uniformly distributed load q=275 lb. 






G rid w o rk  and lo a d  for c a s e  3 
Fig* 18
p = 275(12)Cl2)/4 = 9.9 kip.
Assuning the load p is placed at joint B in the longitudinal 
span ABCD.
From Table 1. Case 2,
_ T _ -9.61 _Rel. Tiong . ^ 3 ” 1
TABLES 8. REACTION DISTRIBUTION FOR CAS2 3.
Joint G Joint F Joint B Joint c Joint G
'p
JL L T L T L T L T L
D.F. .5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 . 5 0.5 0.5-V • *N. . 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 *J*p 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0D . R . 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.5p - .05p 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
C.O, 0.0 0.0 0.0 +.4375p 0.0 0.0 +.4375p 0.0 0.0 0.0
D.R. 0.0 0.0 -.2187p -.2187p 0.0 0.0 -.2187p -., 2187p 0.0 0.0
C.O. +.1914p +.19l4p 0.0 0.0 +.19l4p +.1914p 0.0 0.0 +.19l4p +.19l4p
D.R. —. 1914p -.I914p 0.0 0.0 -.1914p -.1914p 0.0 0.0 -.1914p . 1914p
C.O. 0.0 0.0 +.1675 +.1675 0.0 0.0 +.1675 + . 1675 0.0 0.0
D.R. 0.0 0.0 -.1675 -.1675 0.0 0.0 -.1675 - . 1675 0.0 0.0
Z . D. : a.  o . o 0.0 -.2183p +.2138p -0.5p +0.5p +.2l88p - . 2188p 0.0 0.0
ConUftkgency factor = (0.875)  ^ = 0.7653
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= -9,61 = , trans, 1Rel. T 
Thus at each joint,




Carry over factor = -0.875
Reaction distribution and carry over for case 3 is 
shown in Table 8. To obtain the summation of the dis­
tributed reaction at each joint, the process must con- 
tinue. The convergency factor (-0.875) is rather large 
so that many distribution cycles are necessary to com­
plete the balancing. Therefore one may use the solution 
by geometric series developed in Example 2.
After cycle 2, the distribution takes the form of a 
geometric converging series, thus.
D.R. * D.R. cycle 1 + D.R. cycle 2 + lim Sn
lim Sn =  ____1 - r
where
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From the balancing chart it can be seen that the convergency 
factor is,
r = (-0.875)2 = +0.766
At joint B (longitudinal and transverse direction),
2 d . r .  = - o . 5p + o + = -i.3i7p
Thus,
A  = -TL3 _ ^ - 1 . 3 1 7 ) ( 9.-.9 ) .(6 ) j ( 1 2 ) 3 = Q 
b 9 Teai  776(3 x  lo o d o o o )( 1 2 9 6 )  u - 130 in.
At joint C (longitudinal and transverse direction),
Z  D.R. = 0 - 0.2187p - i~ :-1o ;?6'6 ~ - -0.933p
A C= 9^-?32x3ioOOOOof| l2^  = 0.924 In. = ^ F 
At joint G (longitudinal and transverse),
1  D.R. = 0 + 0 + = -0.8l7p
^  = ,-C-0.817)(9.9)(613(12)3 = Q 081 tn 
G $ . 6 ( 3  x  1000000)(1256) y- UOl  xn.
VrReactions at rigid supports and joint moments with p=9.9 
at joint B.
Ra= -0.375(-1.3l7)(9.9) + 0.25(0.933)(9.9) = 2.578 kip 
= RxRd= +0.25(-1.3l7)(9.9) - 0.375(-0.933)(9.9)= 0.206 kip
= R
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MB= 2.578(6) = 15.88 kip-ft.
MC long.= +0.206(6) = 1-237 kip-ft.
Re= -0.375C-0.933) + 0.25(-0.8l7) (9.9) = +1.444 kip 
=Rjj- 0.25(-0.933)(9.9) + 0.375(-0.817)(9.9) = 0.723 kip 
=Mj. long = +1.444(6) = 8.664 kip-ft.
Mg= 0.723(6) = 4.331 kip-ft.
Final reactions and joint moments with load p placed at joint
B jC jF jG,.
MD , = 2 m 4 = 15.88 + 1.237 + 8.664 + 4.3315 long. l« 30.10 kip-ft.
M B trans.= 30*10 kiP-ft-
d. =2^. = 0.130 + 0.081 + C0924 + (.0924 « 0.395 in.B x
(For case 3, I* 6 x 12 x 6^/12)
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CASE 4: Slab 18* by 18* with four edges fixed. Effective 
thickness 6”. Uniformly distributed load q*275 lb. per 
sq. ft. Fotrc strips.
£■< i i i I i ii i i . i t
* — # — * — ^  i— I — £ — ?
Gridwork and load for case 4
Fig. 19
p « 275(12)(12)/4 « 9.9 kip. 
I * 6(12)(6)3/12 * 1296 in.4
From Table 1. Case 5,
Rel. Tlong. . zl3L^il = i
Rel T ae i .  i t r a n s . 3
L
1
TABLE 9. REACTION DISTRIBUTION FOR CASE 4.
Joint G F B c G
T L T L T L T L T L
D.F. 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
R.R. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 +1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
D.R. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.5 -0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
C.O. 0.0 0.0 0.0 +.3438 0.0 0.0 +.3438 0.0 0.0 0.0
D.R. 0.0 *0.0 -.1719 -.1719 0.0 0.0 -.1719 -.1719 0.0 0.0
C.O. +.118 + .118 0.0 0.0 + .118 + .118 0.0 0.0 + .118 + .118
D.R. -.118 -.118 0.0 0.0 -.118 -.118 0.0 0.0 -.118 -.118
C.O. 0.0 0.0 +.081 + .081 0.0 0.0 + .081 + .081 0.0 0.0
D.R. 0.0 0.0 -.081 -.081 0.0 0.0 -.081 -.081 0.0 0.0
Z d .r . 0.0 0.0 -.1719 +.1719 -0.5 +0.5 +.1719 -.1719 0.0 0.0
Cam/ejrgency factor = (-0.6875)^= +0.471
Thus at each joint*
D -F -long. = °*5
D *F -trans.= °'5
From the balancing chart (Table 9.) the Cbnvergency factor is
r ■ 0.471
Solution by the series developed in Example 2, at joint B, 
D.R. = -0.5p + 0 + = -0.724p
From Table 1 and Case 5,
- -TL3 _ -(-0.724)(9.9)(6)3(12)3 _ 
B” 19.2EI " 19.2(3 x 1000000)Cl296) ~ 0.036 in.
At joint C,
2 D.R. = 0 - 0.1719p - i ‘?8o^S7i' = -0.325p
A  _ -C-0.325)(9.9)(6) (12) q nigo in 
C 19.2(3 x 1000000X1296) °*0 1 6 2 t n '
At joint G,
I D.R. - 0 + 0 - x*-*0^471 = -°-224p
9kK .6)3( 12)3 _ 0#0110 In. 
u 19.2(3 x 1000000X1296)
At joint F,
I d .R. = -0.326p 
A B= 0.0162 in.
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Reactions at rigid support and joint moments with load p 
applied at joint B.
Ra= -0.5625 TB +• 0.25 Tc
= -0.5625(-0.724)(9.9) + 0.25(-0.3256)(9.9) 
= 3.229 kip = Rj
Rd= +0.25(-0.724)(9.9) - 0.5625(-0.3256)(9.9) 
= 0.028 kip = R.
Mg= R (L) = 3.229(6) = 19.38 kip-ft.
M C long = r d ^L  ^ = 0 -028(6) = 0.168 kip-ft.
R2= -0.5625(-0.3256)(9.9) + 0.25(-0.224)(9.9) 
= 1.236 kip = Rk
Rg= +0.25(-0.3256)(9.9) - 0.5625(-0.224)(9.9) 
= 0.367 kip = Rg
M F long.' RS<L > “ 7-4 kiP-ft- 
MG long.= RD(L> “ 2-2 kiP-ft*
Final deflection at joint B and joint moments at B with load 
p applied at four joints.
= 0.036 + 0.0162 + 0.0162 + 0.011 = 0.794 in.B i
, = 19.38 + 0.168 + 7.40 + 2.20 - +29.148 kip-ft.B long.
M _ ~ +29.148 kip-ftB trans. B long. r
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for case 6
CASE 5: Slab 18* by 9* no opening, simply supported edges 
Effective thickness 6n. Gridwork and load are shown in Fig 
20.
p = 2759(9)(9)/4 = 5.57 kip 
I = 4.5(12)(6)3/12 = 972 in.4 
From Table 1. Case 1, and Case 3A,3C, at joint B and D,
Rel. Tlong.
-9.8571m a m iili ■  ■ ■ ■  «« J — 9 . 8 5 7
Thus,
Rel* Ttrans.= t f "  " "6
D *F ‘long." 9 -857/<6 + 9 *837) = 0.622
D.F.trans." 6/(6 + 9‘857> * °*378
Carry over factor from B to C = -0.9565 
Carry over factor from B to D = +0.3913
At joint C, from Table 1. Case 1. and 3B.
Ral* Tlong. “*£3
= .-13...71,41 = 13>714
Rel* Ttrans.= = 6
Thus,
D . F . i o n g  =  1 3 . 7 1 4 / ( 6  +  1 3 . 7 1 4 )  »  0 . 6 9 6
D.F.trans." 6/(6 + l4-7l4> - °-304
Carry over from B to C * -0*9565 
from B to D = +0.3913 
from C to B and D * -0.6875
TABLE 10-a. REACTION DISTRIBUTION FOR CASS 5
Joint B (long.;> c (long.) D(Iong.)








































































































C.O. +.0384 +.0149 -.0364 -.0364 +.0149 +.0384
D.R. -.0332 +.0507 -.0332
C.O. -.0348 -.0130 +.0317 +.0317 -.0130 -.0348
D.R. +.0297 -.0441 +.0297
C.O. +.0303 +.0116 -.0248 -.0248 +.0116 +.0303
D.R. -.0261 +.0395 -.0261
C.O. -.0272 -.0102 +.0250 +.0250 -.0102 -.0272
D.R. +.0233 -.0348 +.0233
C.O. +.0239 +.0091 -.0223 -.0223 +.0091 +.0239
D.R. -.0205 +.0310 -.0205
C.O. -.0213 -.0080 +.0196 +.0196 -.0080 -.0213
D.R. +.0182 -.0272 ‘ 1 • .. +.0182
C.O. +.0187 +.0071 -.0174 -.0174 +.0071 +.0187
D.R. -.0160 +.0242 -.0160
C.O. -.0166 -.0063 +.0153 +.0153 -.0063 - .0166
D.R. +.0143 -.0212 +.0143
C.O. +.0146 +.0060 -.0137 -.0137 +.0060 +•0146
D.R. -.0128 +.0190 -.0128
C.O. -.0131 -.0050 +.0122 +.0122 -.0050 -.0131
D.R. +.0113 -.0170 +.0113
C.O. +.0117 +.0044 -.0108 x 2 +.0044 +.0117
D.R. -.0100 +.0150 -.0100
C.O. -.0103 -.0039 +.0096 x 2 -.0039 -.0103
D.R. +.0088 -.0133 +.0088
C.O. +.0091 +.0034 -.0084 x 2 +.0034 +.0091
D.R. -.0077 +.0117 -.0077
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C.O. -.0080 -.0030 +.0074 x 2 -.0030 -.0080
D.R. +.0068 -.0103 +.0068
C.O. +.0071 +.0027 -.0065 x 2 +.0027 +.0027
D.R. -.0061 +.0090 -.0061
C.O. -.0062 -.0024 +.0058 x 2 -.0024 -.0062
D.R. +.0053 -.0081 +.0053
C.O. +.0057 +.0021 -.0051 x 2 +.0021 +.0057
D.R. -.0049 +.0071 -.0049
C.O. -.0049 -.0019 -.0047 x 2 -.0019 -.0049
D.R. +.0042 -•0065 +.0042
C.O. +.0045 +.0016 -.0040 x 2 +.0016 +.0045
D.R. -.0038 +.0056 -.0038
Z d .R. -.8266 -.4782 -.0048
Zr .r . +1.3293 +.6875 +.0077
To .r .trans.
-.5024 -.2088 -.0019
(assuming the load ps5.57 kip is placdd at B)
TABLE 10-b. REACTION DISTRIBUTION FOR iCASE 5
Joint B c D
D.F. 0.622 0.696 0. 622
R.R. +1.000
D.R. ... - -0.696 -
o b • +.4735 +.0000 +.4785








C.O. +.2724 +.0283 -.0693 X 2 +.0283 +.2724
D.R. -.1870 +.0965 -.1870
C.O. -.0633 -.0732 +.1788 X 2 -.0732 -.0633
D.R. +•0868 -.2488 +•0868
C.O. +.1710 +.0339 -.0830 X 2 +.0339 +.1710
D.R. -.1274 +.1155 -.1274
C.O. -.0794 -.0498 +.1218 X 2 -.0498 -.0794
D.R. +.0803 -.1695 +.0803
C.O. +.1165 +.0314 -.0768 X 2 +.0314 +.1165
D.R. -.0920 +.1091 -.0920 *
C.O. -.0735 -.0360 +.0880 X 2 -.0360 -.0735
D.R. +.0681 -.1224 +.0681
C.O. +.0842 +.0266 -.0651 X 2 +.0266 +.0842
D.R. -.0664 +.0906 -.0664
C.O. -.0623 -.0260 +.0651 X 2 -.0260 -.0623
D.R. +.0550 -.0906 +.0550
C.O. +.0623 +.0215 -.0526 X 2 +.0215 +.0623
D.R. -.0521 +.0732 -.0521
C.O. -.0503 -.0203 +.0498 X 2 -.0203 -.0503
D.R. +.0439 -.0693 +.0439
C.O. +.0476 +.0172 0CMO•1 X 2 +.0172 +.0476
D.R. -.0403 +.0585 -.0403
C.O. -.0402 -.0157 +.0385 X 2 -.0157 -.0402
D.R. +.0384 -.0536 +.0384
C.O. +.0368 +.0136 -.0333 X 2 +.0136 +.0368











C.O. +.0286 +.0107 -.0262 X 2 +.0107 +.0286
D.R. -.0244 +.0365 -.0244
C.O. -.0251 -.0095 +*0233 X 2 -.0095 -.0251
D.R. +.0215 -.0324 +.0215
C.O. +.0222 +•0084 -.0206 X 2 + • 0084 +.0222
D.R. -.0190 +.0286 -.0190
C.O. -.0196 -.0074 +.0182 X 2 -.0074 -.0196
D.R. +.0168 -.0253 - +.0168
C.O. +.0174 +.0066 -.0160 X 2 +.0066 +.0174
D.R. -.0149 +.0227 -.0149
C.O. -.0156 -.0058 +.0142 X 2 -.0058 -.0156
D.R. +.0133 -.0197 +.0133
C.O.+ +.0135 +.0052 -.0127 X 2 +.0052 +.0135
D.R. -.0116 +.0178 -.0116
C.O. -.0122 -.0045 +.0111 X 2 -.0045 -.0122
D.R. +.0104 -.0154 +.0104
C.O. +.0106 +.0041 -.0099 X 2 +.0041 +.0106
D.R. -.0091 +.0137 -.0091
C.O. -.0094 -.0036 +.0087 X 2 -.0036 -.0094
D.R. +.0081 -.0121 +.0081
C.O. +.0083 +.0032 -.0077 X 2 +.0032 +.0083
D.R. -.0072 +.0107 -.0072
C.O. -.0074 -.0028 +.0069 X 2 -.0028 -.0074
D.R. +.0063 -.0096 +.0063
C.O. +.0066 +.0025 -.0060 X 2 +.0025 +.0066










2. D.R. ' -.4359 -1.2846 -.4359
(long.) (long.) (long.)
L  R.R. +.7008 +1.8457 +.7008
Z  D.R. -.2649 -.5611 -.2649
(trans.) (trans.) (trans.)
(assuming the load p = 5 . 5 7  kip is placed at C)
Firstly by applying the load p at the joint B. The
resulting distributed reaction is tabulated in Table 10-a. A load 
p applied at joint D will give the same result as that obtained 
from the load applied at joint B because of symmetry. Secondly 
apply the load at joint C, then the actual deflection of 
each joint can be obtained by summing the deflections from 
the three cases. Since there is no transverse carry over 
from the deflected joints, only the longitudinal span is in­
dicated in the tables.












, - -(-.48;7^p.57)(4.5l£il2)i . Q . Q094 to>
C long. 13.7143(3 x 1000)(972)
C trans, 6




x = °<0001 ln*
For load p=5.57 kip applied at joint C,
V^, . = r.Cr..iA3^&lX5t.5Z)X4*5X. (1.2) ~ q old9 inB long. 9.8571<3x 1000)(972) in.
4  t r m .  - '(i d ^ i g g i f j ^ t ; 5 > 3 U 2>3~ 0 -011!l *»•
4  long. - - • • • « *  -■
a  = - ( - ; 5 6 1 1 K 5 .5 7 )(4 .5 )3(12)3 = Q 0252 j _trans. 6(3 x 1000)(9?2) in
^  ^  = 0.0119 in.
Final deflection when load p^applied at joint B,C, and D 
can be obtained by surr/ifng up the deflections obtained from 
the three cases.
^ B= 0.0224 + 0.0119 + 0.0001 - 0.0344 in.
A cs 0.0094 + 0.0252 + 0.0094 - 0.0640 in.
^ y = A B= 0.0344 in.
Reactions and joint moments are obtained by multiplying 
the forces induced ^ the deflection &  by the carry over fa-
ctor or by the carry over factor and the length of the span.
(-.8266 - .4359 - .0048)(5.57) = -7.050 kip^  D.R.b l =
^ D . R . c l = (-.4875 -1.2846 -.4875) (5.57) = -12.586 kip
2Td .R.d l = (-.0048 -.4359 -,8266)(5.57) = -7.050 kip 
Thus from Table 1,
Ra  = -.3696(-7.050) + .1875(-12.586) - .0652(-7.050)
= .601 kip
Re « -.0652(-7.050) + .1875(-12.586) - .3696(-7.050) 
= .601 kip
Mc = +.2609(-7.005)(10) - .3125(-12.586)(10) + .2609 
(-7.005)(10) = +2.56 kip-ft.
MB = r a (4 *5> = 2.7 kip-ft. = M d 
Transverse direction:
£ d .*.b t = I-.5024 -.2649 -.0019)(5.57) = -4.278 kip
2jD.R.CT = (-.2088 -.5611 -.2088)(5.57) = -5.422 kip
JQd .R.dt = (-.0019 -.2649 -.5024)(5.57) = -4.278 kip
Thus from Table 1,
Rp = 0.5(4.278) = 2.136 kip = Rj = RH =
R = 0.5(5.422) = 2.761 kip = Rj
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Mcx * Rr (4.5) 12.01 kip-ft
MFT 0 ~ MIT ~ MGT * MJT
GASS 6: Slab 18* by 9* no opening, clamped edges. Sffec 
tlve thickness 6! . Uniformly distributed load q=275 lb. 
per s q , ft. Gridwork and load are shown in Fig. 21. 
p = 275(9)(9)/4 * 5.57 kip 
I = 4.5(12)(6)3/12 = 972 in.4





Rel. Ttrans.= "241.. = 24
thus, the distribution factor at B and D
rx r-. _ 18.857 _ ~ /
D -F -long. ~ 1 0 5 7+ 24 " °-44
D *F *trans.= 18.857+ 24 = 0,56
carry over from B to C = -0.6363
from B to D and D to B * +0.2727 




T = -241 s1trans.“ ^3
15
24
thus, the distribution factor at C
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D.F. 15long. l3 V  24 = 0.3846
24
D,F,trans." 1 5 + 2 4  = °-6154
carry over from B to G and B to D = -.80
Firstly by applying the load p at joint B, one gets 
and the results tabulated in Table 11-a. A load p applied at 
joint D will get the same results as that obtained from the 
load applied at joint B because of symmetry. Secondly by apply­
ing the load at joint C, one gets the results tabulated in 
Table 11-b. The actual deflection of each joint can be obtained 
by summing up the deflections obtained from the three cases.
Thus for load at joint B,
12)£l4 .5) \  5.5 7^  . _ 0.00685 in. 
18.857(3 x 1000)(972)
Q »X^3.62,(5...57),(4.5)^( 1 2 _ o.00202 in. 
15(3 x 1000)(972)
a  - T L
B -  1 8 .8 5 7 1 1







-0.01735(5.570)(4.5)3(12)3 = _.00025 In
18.857(3 x 1000X972)
for load at joint D,
A, = -0.00025 in.D
A, = -0.00202 in.
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TABLE 11-a REACTION DISTRIBUTION FOR CASE 6
Joint B c D





C.O. .000 .000 + .280 -.120
D.R. .000 .000 — •1076 +.0528
C.O. +.0861 +.0144 -.0386 +.0861
D.R. -.0442 +.0129 -.0379
C.O. -.0103 -.0103 +.0282 +.0241 -.0103 -.0103
D.R. +.0091 -.0201 +.0099
C.O. +.00269 +.01608 -.00579 -.00627 +.01608 +.00248
D.R. -.00826 +.00464 -.00817
o 
- 
• o ♦ -.00223 -.00371 +.00526 +.00520 -.00371 -.00225
D.R. +.00261 -.00402 +.00262
C.O. +.00071 +.00322 -.00166 -.00167 +.00322 +.00071
D.R. -.00173 +.00128 -.00173
C.O. -.00047 -.00102 +.00110 +.00110 -.00102 -.00047
D.R. +.00066 -.00085 +.00066
C.O. +.00018 +.00068 -.00042 -.00042 +.00068 +.00018
D.R. ••0Q038 +.00032 -.00038
C.O. -.00010 -.00026 +.00024 +.00024 -.00026 -.00010
D.R. +.00016 -.00018 +.00016
C.O. +.00004 +.00014 -.00010 -.00010 +.00014 +.00014
D.R. -.00008 +.00008 -.00008
C.O. -.00002 -.00006 +.00005 +.00005 -.00006 -.00002
D.R. +.00004 -.00004 +.00004
C.O. +.00001+.00003 -.00003 -.00003 +.00003 -.00001
D.R. -.00002 +.00002 -.00002
2. D.R.(long) 
-.48214 -.11362 +.01785
I R . R. +1.09578 +.29542 -.04058
Z D . R. (trans) 
-.61364 -.18180 +.002273
(assuming load p at joint B)
TABLE 11-b REACTION DISTRIBUTION FOR CASE 6
Joint B C D
D.F. 0.44 0.3846 0.44
R.R. +1.000
D.R. -.3846
C.O. +.30770 -.0000 +.30770
D.R. -.13539 +.0000 -.13593
C.O. -.03692 +.08616 +.08616 -.03692
D.R. +.01624 -.06628 +.01624
C.O. +.00443 +.05302 -.01033 x 2 +.00443 +.05302
D.R. -.02528 +.00795 -.02528
C.O. -.00689 -.00636 +.01609 x 2 -.00636 -.00689
D.R. +.00583 -.01238 +.00583
C.O. +.00159 +.00990 -.00371 x 2 +.00159 +.00990
D.R. -.00506 +.00285 -.00506
C.O. -.00138 -.00228 +.00322 x 2 -.00138 -.00228
D.R. +.00161 -.00248 +.00161
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C.O. +.00044 +.00198 -.00102 X 2 +.00044 +.00198
D.R. -.00106 +.00078 -.00106
C.O. -.00029 -.00062 +.00067 X 2 -.00029 -.00062
D.R. +.00040 -.00052 +.00040
C.O. +.00011 +.00042 -.00025 X 2 +.00011 +.00042
D.R. -.00023 +.00019 -.00023
C.O. -.00006 -.00015 +.00015 X 2 -.00006 -.00015
D.R. +.00009 -.00012 +.00009
C.O. +.00002 +.00010 -.00006 X 2 +.00002 +.00010
D.R. -.00005 +.00005 -.00005
Q • C • -.00001 -.00004 +.00003 X 2 -.00001 -.00004
D.R. +.00002 -.00002 +.00002
O • O +.00000 +.00002 -.00001 X 2 +.00000 +.00002
D.R. -.00001 +.00001 -.00001
X  R . R . +.3247 +1.1182 +.3247
£  D.R .(long.)
- -.1429 -.4546 -.1429
X-D.R .(trans.) -
-.1818 -.7274 -.1818
(assuming a load p is applied at joint C)
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A  D = 0.00685 In. 
for load at joint C,
= .00224 in. 
00815 in.
= A g = 0.0224 In.
Actual deflection at each joint,
A b = 0.00685 - 0.00025 + 0.00224 = 0.0074 in.
A c = .00202 + .00202 + .00811 = .01215 in.
= 0.00755 in. =
Distributed reactions at joint B
Z d .R.bl= (-.48214 -.1429 +.01785)(5.57) « -3.382 kip
2 D.R.bt= (-.61364 -.1818 +.002273)(5.57)= -4.304 kip
Distributed reactions at joint C
Z d .R.cl= (-.11362 -.4546 -.11362)(5.57) = -3.798 kip
Z d .R.ct= (-.1818 -.7274 -. 1818) (5.57) = -6.077 kip
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Distributed reactions at joint D 
2 D.R.DL= Z D . S . gL= -3.382 kip
2 d .R,o t = 2 d .R.bt= -4.304 kip 
Thus, in longitudinal direction:
Ra= ~.5682(-3.382) + .3(-3.798) - .0682(-3.382)
= 1.013 kip = R_.
MAL= + *2955(4.5)(-3.382) - .1(4.5)(-3.798) + .0227(4.5) 
(-3.382) = -3.133 kip-ft. =
Kbl= -.2727(4.5)(-3.382) + .2(4.5)(-3.798) - .0455(4.5) 
(-3.382) = +1.741 kip-ft. = M DL
MCL“ + -1591<4 -5M-3.382) - .3(4.5) (-3.798) + .1591(4.5) 
(-3.382) = +2.846 kip-ft. 
in transverse direction:
Rf = -0.5(-4.304) = 2.152 kip =
H-.t= +0.25(4.5) (-4.304) = -4.842 kip-ft. = MIT 
= MHT “
MgT= -0.25(4.5)(-4.304) = +4.842 kip-ft. = MDT 
R, = -0.5(-6.077) = 3.038 kip = R.\J J
Hgt= +0.25(4.5)(-6.077) = -6.836 kip-ft. =
K,t= -0.25(4.5)(-6.077) = +6.836 kip-ft.
/8' by
Case 1-a Simply supported along four edges
/S'by /B'
Case 2—a clamped edges
— 6----- --- Exact method
, -e—  -----  Slppe-deflection-gyration method
5 ____ Reaction distribution method
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18’ by 18’
/S  by 18
-&■





Case 5. Simply supported edges
18* by 9*
Case 6. Clamped edges
et bod by Westergaard




The deflection at selected points for a total of four
cases of a square flat plate and two cases of a rectangular 
plate, with fixed edges or simply supported edges, solved by 
the Reaction Distribution method using grid system have been 
computed. In comparing the computed numerical results with 
those obtained by the theoretical analysis method developed 
by I .A. Wojtassak, the Slope-deflection-gyration method 
developed by Ignacio Martin and Jose Hemadez, and the 
approximate method given by tfestergaard, individual graphs 
and tables have been plotted and calculated for case 1 through 
case 6 respectively.
In case 1 and case 2 the maximum deflection at the 
center of the plate has been computed. In case 3 and case 4, 
because an even number of divided strips was chosen, the 
maximum deflection of the plate could not be calculated.
This is a disadvantage when selecting an even number of 
strips to analyze a flat plate. The deflection of a rec­
tangular flat plate has also been calculated in case 5 and 
case 6.
It was found that the results obtained by the Reaction 
Distribution method for all 6 cases are much greater than the 
results computed by other methods. From the following 
tables, it is seen that the results computed for flat plates 
with all edges fixed are closer to the exact value than the 
results obtained for flat plates with all edges simply
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supported.
The results of the computed deflection and the results 
obtained by the exact solutions for the same selected point, 
are compared below:
CASE 1-a two strips 140% at center
CASE 1-b two strips 245% at center
CASE 2-a two strips 105% at center
CASE 2-b two strips 158% at center
CASE 3 four strips 172% at k -6 ft. y=6 ft.
CASE 4 four strips 127% at x=6 ft. y=6 ft.
(from comer)
The results of case 5 and case 6 compared with the appro­
ximate solution for rectangular plates given by? Westergaard 
are as follows:
CASS 5 four strips 1317® at center
CASE 6 four strips 1027® at center
The maximum percentage of error in all cases may come 
from the neglecting of the torsional effect in this com­
putation. In a grid system, rotation at all joint causes 
bending in one member and torsion in the member at right 
angles to it. When an I beam or other thin members are 
used for this gridwork, it can be assumed that the tor­
sional resistance is negligible in comparison to the bending 
resistance. However, in plate analysis when a slab is 
divided into an equivalent grid system, the torsional rigidity
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of the member may come to be an important factor. It has 
been found by the method of slope-deflection-gyrations that 
the torsional moments are great enough not to be neglected.
Since the torsional rigidity of each member of the 
grid system also contributes resistance to deflection, when 
this torsional moment is neglected, the plate will then have 
less resisting capacity for a given load. Hence the cal­
culated deflection by the Reaction Distribution method will 
be greater than that calculated by those methods that 
consider the torsional effect.
A representive fixed uniformly distributed load has 
been assumed for this plate analysis. In order to simplify 
the work the uniformly distributed load has been replaced 
by a system of concentrated loads assumed to be equivalent 
in effect to the uniformly distributed load. The joint load 
has been assumed to be the total load of the equivalent 
area that the joint carries. The effect of this assumption 
on the final results has not been investigated.
The accuracy of this plate analysis depends on the 
number of strips selected. When the number of grid strips 
is increased, a more exacttresult will be obtained. But 
it can be readily seen however, that the carry over process 
becomes more complex with the increased numbers of translating 
joints. In case 5, in analyzing the rectangular plate with 
simply supported edges, the carry over process has been 
repeated for thirty cycles and yet the distributed reaction 
at each joint did not converge sufficiently. The writer
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has divided the slab used in case 1 and case 2 into nine strips. 
Applying the Reaction^ Distribution method to this grid 
system, it was found that the distributed load at each joint 
did not converge. Therefore the distribution and carry 
cycles become endless since there will always be forces at 
the joint to distribute. It is felt that the adaptability 
of the reaction distribution method to the more complex 
grid system is not satisfactory. Due to the nature of 
neglecting torsional effect, Reaction Distribution method 
does not yield a satisfactory result for plate analysis.
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APPENDIX
THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS FOR SOLID SQUARE SLAB
WITH VARIOUS EDGE CONDITIONS:








0. 0 0. 0 .00410934 .00126752
0.1a 0. 0 .0039822 .00118026
0.1a 0.1a .00373268 .00109139
0.2a 0.00 .00332453 .00093195
0.2a 0.1a .00317520 .00086810
0.2a 0.2a .00273341 .00068583
0.3a 0.0a .00241541 .00056972
0.3a 0.1a .00230692 .00053066
0.3a 0.2a .00198594 .00041860
0.3a 0.3a .00146790 .00025313
0.4a 0.0a .00126958 .00019498
0.4a 0.1a .00121282 .00018121
0.4a 0.2a .00104407 .00014120
0.4a 0.3a .00077172 .00008123
0.4a 0.4a .00041293 .00001977
DEFLECTION * COEEUCIENT x qa4/Et3/(12)(1 - *^ ) 
(square slab a unit long along each side x and y are 
measured from center of slab)
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For rectangular plate analyzed by flexure theory, the 
maximum deflection is given by Westergaard^^
AMax.= C<1 _ ^2X w b 4/fit3) 
for clamped edges,
c = — °-°32— = 0.030
1 + (b/a)*
where b is the short span, thus,
A max.= °-03°U>f!f(9)4/(3 x 1000000) (6)3( 12)"4 
= 0.0118 in.
for simply supported edges,
c = --- 0^16-----  = 0.123
1 + 2.4(b/a)J
thus,
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